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1. Checklist

2. Resource roundup

4. Scripts

5. Questions/discussion points

6. Template

3. Tools recommendations

If your article teaches the reader a process, distill the process down into an 
easy-to-follow checklist. This will save the reader from needing to go through your 
entire post again as they execute what they’ve learned.

Are there other great resources that your reader should check out to go deeper (or 
wider) on the topic you wrote about? Offer a list of recommended articles and books.

Are there products that can help your reader with the topic you’re covering? Put your 
favorites into a list and turn it into a content upgrade. Bonus points for reaching out to 
the product creators and scoring exclusive discounts for your readers.

Are there email, social media, phone or in-person conversation scripts that could help 
your reader with what you’re teaching? These work really well as content upgrades, as 
the perceived value is high and they can be incredibly valuable in getting people to act 
(since they can’t use “I don’t know what to say” as an excuse anymore).

Does your content cover a topic that the reader will need to work through for 
themselves, or with their team? Give them a list of questions to direct their process and 
make it clear what their next steps should be.

Are you sharing something that can be templated, like forms, designs, or landing 
pages? Give your reader the template as a content upgrade. It’ll save them a lot of work, 
for which they’ll be grateful.
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7. Worksheet

8. Interview/expert roundup

10. Video/audio recording

11. Spreadsheet

12. Condensed or expanded versions

9. List of ideas

Worksheets can be useful in helping your reader do focused brainstorming, or in 
guiding them through a step-by-step process. 

Get quotes—or a short interview—with an expert on the topic you’re covering. If the 
reader knows who they are, the validation can serve as a strong motivator to sign up for 
your list.

Did you publish a guide on something that the reader can take in many different 
directions? Examples could be headlines, email campaigns, or—wait for it—content 
upgrades. Offering a list (just like this one!) to help the reader come up with ideas can 
go a long way in overcoming creative blocks.

Have additional tips that you want to share with your readers? Record them as a 
mini-podcast or video. You can also do an expert interview and share that recording. 
This approach requires no design or writing at all!

Most people hate building spreadsheets, so if your post mentions a spreadsheet that 
you use and find valuable, let your readers have it! 

Is your post getting really long? Split it up: make one part the published article, and the 
rest of it (the “expanded version”) the content upgrade. Or, publish the whole thing, and 
offer a condensed version as an upgrade. 
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